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Abstract
The interaction with distant displays often demands complex, multi-modal inputs which need to be achieved with a
very simple hardware solution so that users can perform
rich inputs wherever they encounter a distant display. We
present Simo, a novel approach, that transforms a regular
smartphone into a highly-expressive user motion tracking
device and controller for distant displays. Both the front
and back cameras of the smartphone are used simultaneously to track the user’s hand as well as the head, and
body movements in real-world space and scale. In this
work, we ﬁrst deﬁne the possibilities for simultaneous faceand world-tracking using current off-the-shelf smartphones.
Next, we present the implementation of a smartphone app
enabling hand, head, and body motion tracking. Finally, we
present a technical analysis outlining the possible tracking
range.
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Introduction

Figure 1: The Simo tracking
principle using simultaneously the
smartphone’s front- and
back-facing cameras to enable
spatial tracking of the user’s hand,
head and body.

Large displays have become increasingly common, whether
at home, in meeting rooms or lecture halls, at work, or as
info screens and advertisements in public spaces. There
are many ways how to enable interaction with a distant display. Perhaps the most obvious solutions are vision-based
motion tracking systems (e.g. Kinect) [40, 52], wearable
devices [5, 27], or dedicated handheld controllers [33, 38].
Using specialized motion trackers or handheld controllers
has however considerable disadvantages, especially due to
their cost, lack of mobility, power requirements as charging,
or limited tracking range. To avoid the need for instrumenting the environment with cameras or to prevent the need for
buying dedicated controllers, are personal smartphones a
very interesting and suitable option since billions of people
already carry a smartphone with them ubiquitously, at all
times [8, 9, 23, 38, 39, 42, 45].
There have been numerous approaches investigating distant display interactions by using smartphones and we can
mainly divide them into two groups [12]. The ﬁrst group investigated approaches using only the smartphone alone
to enable touch-based [6, 35, 46], device tilting [39, 48, 45,
11, 14] or swinging [13, 37] based 2D [7, 10, 49] as well
as 3D [4, 20, 39] interactions. The second group, used the
smartphone together with additional external motion trackers, mainly to enable tracking of the user’s head [28, 31,
47] or body [21, 22, 26, 28, 31, 41, 44, 51]. These recent
works aimed for more advanced input methods, showing
how touch or device-tilting 2D and 3D interactions can be
further enriched by head-pointing, body-motion or egocentric inputs. Although they diminished the major advantage
of smartphone-only approaches, as its large user base and
effortless use which does not require any additional hardware, they showed numerous distant display use cases
where knowing the body-position of the user, or the looking-

direction can be an essential interaction enabler and a great
beneﬁt. Hereby, we believe that a smartphone-only solution
where users could just by downloading an app, get access
to touch, hand, head, and body motion-based input capabilities, which would work out-of-the-box without additional
hardware and setup, would be highly beneﬁcial.
In this work, we present Simo (see Figure 1), a novel solely
smartphone-based tracking approach for controlling distant
displays capable of touch inputs and tracking of the user’s
hand, body, and head in world-space without any external tracking devices. Simo uses simultaneously the smartphone’s front and back camera for concurrent face- and
world-tracking. We present our two-step prototyping approach of how we developed Simo, ﬁrst by creating a new
smartphone prototype and second by porting the Simotracking principle to an off-the-shelf smartphone. Hereby,
we initially document how smartphone apps can take advantage of the latest mobile operating systems that support simultaneous face- and world-tracking, and more importantly, how these can be brought into practice, in our
case to enable rich distant display interactions. Furthermore, we present a technical analysis deﬁning the available interaction space and the tracking range limitations.
We present and share the implementation details of the ﬁnal Simo tracking principle (on Github1 , accompanied by
the "Simo" app on Apple’s app store2 ), both of which set
the base for enabling a unique variety of multimodal interaction techniques (e.g. touch, hand/head pointing, direct
hand/head/body manipulations) for distant display and other
use-cases. Finally, we outline the key potentials for simultaneous face- and world-tracking on modern smartphones
and present ideas for ongoing research.

1
2

Simo implementation: https://github.com/teobabic/simo
Simo iOS app: https://www.appstore.com/simo
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Simo
With Simo, we provide a 6DOF tracking of the user’s deviceholding-hand, head, and body, relative to a distant display
using inside-out tracking. Simo uses Apple’s ARKit 3 [1]
to simultaneously use the smartphone’s front camera for
head-tracking (i.e. face-tracking [2, 17]) and the back camera for hand-tracking (i.e. world-tracking [3, 18]), see Figure
1. In the overall system, the Simo smartphone app, sends
all the tracked and processed user’s inputs to the distant
display computer which renders the user interface.

Figure 2: First Simo prototype
combining two smartphones in a
single 3D printed case. One phone
provides the world-scale relative
Hand-to-Display pose, while the
other one, performs the
Hand-to-Head measurement, and
passes the data to the ﬁrst phone.

Prototypes
In the development process of Simo we created two prototypes. For iOS releases older than iOS 13 and ARKit
2, simultaneous tracking was not possible, therefore we
created a smartphone prototype inspired by the idea of
the Modular Phone [43] and Magic Lenses [29, 34]. We
combined two smartphones into a single 3D printed case,
giving users the impression to only hold one smartphone
in their hand (see Figure 2). The bottom phone (iPhone
XS) was completely covered by the top-mounted phone
(iPhone XS Max), with the exception of a small notch for the
front camera. The bottom phone used its front-facing camera for face-tracking and passed its data over WiFi to the
top phone, which merged it with its data received from its
back-camera performing world-tracking. With this prototype,
we could start developing the Simo tracking principle, described in the following, without the native support of simultaneous tracking. This approach we would also recommend
to Android and ARCore [16] developers since ARCore still
does not support simultaneous tracking.
After the release of iOS 13 and ARKit 3, we created the ﬁnal Simo prototype making the Simo approach accessible
for everyone over the platform of regular smartphones. We
ported the two-phone implementation into a single smart-

phone application which relies fully on the smartphone’s
native hardware and software frameworks and validates our
initial two-phone approach.
Tracking principle
In the following we describe the Simo tracking principle,
which mainly consists out of three parts, creating a spatial
reference between the smartphone and the distant display,
tracking the user’s device-holding-hand and head pose (=
position + orientation), and approximating the user’s body
pose.
Hand and Head Tracking
The back-camera of the smartphone performs world-tracking
for world-scale localization of the phone. This is how we get
to know the world-space pose of the smartphone, or more
importantly, we can imply the pose of the user’s deviceholding-hand (i.e. hand). Furthermore, we use the natively
integrated image-detection feature [3, 18], for localizing the
distant display in world-space. We display a small logo image on the distant display, which immediately disappears
after it is located by the world-tracking phone, see Figure 1 (a). Together, this provides the relative pose Handto-Display, see Figure 1 (b). The world-space pose of the
user’s head and the Head-to-Display pose is determined
by concatenating the relative pose Hand-to-Display and
the Hand-to-Head measurement, which is provided by the
smartphone’s face-camera performing head-tracking.
Body Tracking
One of our key objectives was to simultaneously track as
many input modalities as possible to provide future developers with a rich set of input possibilities. Doing this, we
noted that body tracking is a frequently requested feature,
which typically requires complex camera-based tracking
systems [22, 24, 31, 32]. Thus, we developed a method
which approximates the pose of the user’s body (torso)
LBW221, Page 3
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from the head- and hand-tracking. The assumption is that
the body’s position is equal to the head’s position minus
an y-axis offset (in our case 82.5 cm, the half of the average human height of 165 cm [30]), see Figure 1 (c), and
the body’s orientation is set to the y-axis orientation of
the head. Since, direct coupling of the body’s and head’s
pose, provides false-positive results, for example, if the user
only turns the head, would the body also rotate (however
it would need to stay still), we introduced a high-pass ﬁlter
which checks if the delta euclidean distance in cm of the
hand and head pose is higher than a threshold k over a
coarse of 20 ms (can be adjusted accordingly). Once this
condition is true (i.e. the hand and head are both moving),
we assume the user is turning or walking and we update
the body position and orientations. Setting the k threshold
to a low value as k =0.1 cm makes the body tracking very
responsive (more error-prone), higher k values as 1.0 cm
are less responsive but more error-prone (in the video we
empirically set it to 1.05). We exposed the k threshold so
that other developers can set it depending on the exact usecase for which Simo should be used. The exact algorithm
of the user’s body pose approximation is described in the
following code snippet.

Technical Analysis
To get a deeper understanding about the pros and cons
of Simo and to outline the tracking range of Simo, we performed three experiments. While for the hand-tracking by
the back camera we did not see any particular limitations,
as long as we have enough light in the room and we do
not have any obstacles (e.g. ﬁngers, other users) directly
in front of the back camera for prolonged periods of time.
We were more interested in the limitations regarding headtracking, and the inﬂuence of smartphone movement on it.

Participants
In total, 20 unpaid participants (5 female, 15 male) with an
average age of M = 28.1 (SD = 7.8) were randomly
selected from the local organization and asked to participate in the experiments. Participants were daily computer
users, two were left-handed. The whole study with the three
experiments lasted about 15 minutes per participant.
Listing 1: Code snippet deﬁning the position and rotation of the
user’s body, based on the hand and head pose.

float k; //Threshold
Vector3 hand, head, body; //Position
Vector3 previousHand, previousHead; //Position
Quaternion headRotation, bodyRotation; //Rotation
Vector3 headToBodyOffset = new Vector3(0,82.5,0);
void Update()
{
...
//Execute every 20ms
float deltaHand = Mathf.Abs(previousHand - hand);
float deltaHead = Mathf.Abs(previousHead - head);
bool isHandMoving = deltaHand > k;
bool isHeadMoving = deltaHead > k;
if(isHandMoving && isHeadMoving)
{
body = head - headToBodyOffset; //Body position
bodyRotation.y = headRotation.y; //Body rotation
}
previousHand = hand;
previousHead = head;
...
}
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Analysis 1: Head Rotation Tracking
The typical head rotation is ranging from −80/80◦ for left/right and −60/50◦ for down/up head rotations [36], and
ideally it can be tracked accordingly. Therefore, we ﬁrst
investigated how far users can rotate their head until the
head-tracking system cannot reliably detect the head rotation anymore and the measured values drift off.
Procedure and Task
During the experiment, participants had to hold the smartphone in front of their eyes with a distance of 40 cm. We
attached a Vive tracker [50] to the participant’s head using
a head-band to acquire a ground-true head rotation. While
performing the experiment, both the smartphone and the
Vive tracker recorded the participant’s head rotations. Upon
instruction, participants rotated their head once to the left,
to the right, up and down. We told them to perform the rotation in a controlled manner to prevent injuries and that they
should stop once they felt uncomfortable - their maximal
range of motion. To analyze the results, we deﬁned that the
head-rotation tracking becomes unreliable once the difference between the average head-rotation error, measured
by Simo and Vive, exceeded 5◦ .

Figure 3: All measured head
rotation data from the Simo (blue
dots) vs. data from Vive (black).
Indicated by the orange areas are
angles beyond the limit, where the
hear rotation tracking gets
unreliable, angular error > 5◦ .

Results
Figure 3 provides an overview of the smartphone’s headrotation-tracking performance. We found out that for the
head rotation to the left and to the right, the smartphone’s
head tracking was less accurate once the head rotation
exceeds 60◦ , see Figure 4 (b). For upward head-rotation,
this limit was 67◦ , and for downward head-rotation the limit
was 35◦ , see Figure 4 (a).
Analysis 2: Smartphone’s Front Camera Field of View
The head tracking result can also fail once the user’s face
is outside of the camera’s ﬁeld-of-view. In this experiment,

we investigated the exact ﬁeld-of-view of the front camera
within which head-tracking is still possible.
Procedure and Task
As before, participants were instructed to hold the smartphone in front of them. They were asked to hold their head
still while slowly rotating the smartphone to the left, then to
the right, up, and down. Through the process, we measured
the smartphone’s rotation and logged the angle whenever
the head-tracking failed.
Results
The average angle under which the head-tracking failed
was rotating the smartphone to the left for 15.5◦ (SD =
0.8◦ ), rotating the smartphone to the right for 15.5◦ (SD =
1.0◦ ), rotating the smartphone upwards for 23.5◦ (SD =
0.7◦ ), and rotating the smartphone downwards for 18.4◦
(SD = 1.3◦ ). This results deﬁne a interactivity frustum for
head-tracking, which origin point is aligned with the smartphone’s front camera position and the horizontal angle is
31.0◦ (SD = 1.5◦ ) and vertical angle is 41.9◦ (SD = 1.7◦ ),
see Figure 4 (c-d).

Figure 4: Head-rotation tracking range for head up/down rotations
(a) and left/right rotations (b), horizontal (c) and vertical (d) FOV of
the front camera-based face-tracking, regular smartphone usage
holding angle (e-f), resulting in an overall interaction space (g).
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Analysis 3: Smartphone’s Holding Position
In the ﬁnal experiment, we investigated how the position
and orientation of the smartphone change when holding
the smartphone in a conventional position and while using
Simo and head-pointing at a distant display.

Figure 5: Head-pointing at a
distant display by using Simo.

Procedure and Task
In this experiment, participants were asked to look at the
smartphone, play with it while holding it as they would normally. During this time, we captured the smartphone’s position/orientation relative to the user’s head. Later we showed
them a distant display (a 170 × 95.5 cm screen at a distance of 2 m relative to the user) and presented the user’s
head-pointing cursor, see Figure 5. Participants were instructed to look at the distant display and to move the remote cursor for around two minutes, upon which we asked
them to stop playing and position the cursor to the display
center. During that moment, we again captured the smartphone’s position and orientation.
Results
The experiment revealed that on average participants were
holding the smartphone at an angle of −50.1◦ (SD = 2.0◦ )
on the x-axis relative to the head, see Figure 4 (e). While
using Simo and interacting with the distant display, this
angle changed to −55.0◦ (SD = 2.9◦ ), see Figure 4 (f).
In contrast, both the z- and y-axis angles remained unchanged (<1◦ ).
Resulting Interaction Space
Based on all three experiments, we can outline the Simo interaction space as depicted in Figure 4 (b-d)(g). We summarized the vertical angle of −55◦ at which participants
were holding the smartphone for Simo interaction, see Figure 4 (f), and the vertical limitations of head-rotation tracking 67◦ and −35◦ , see Figure 4 (a), to get a resulting vertical interaction space of 12◦ for upward and −90◦ for down-

ward head-rotations, see Figure 4 (g). Note that, within this
range, the head-rotation tracking is highly reliable, outside
of it, for example beyond 12◦ , the tracked head-rotation is
still possible - however, it will gradually become less accurate (causing drift) until it ﬁnally fails at 22.1◦ above the eyeline. The resulting horizontal angle of the Simo interaction
space remains at 60.0◦ for both sides, see Figure 4(b).

Conclusion and Ongoing Work
We presented a novel approach, that transforms a regular
smartphone into a highly-expressive user motion tracking
device by using the front and back cameras of the smartphone simultaneously. We outlined the novel tracking principle enabling spatial tracking of the user’s device-holdinghand as well as the head, and body movements in realworld space and scale, relative to a distant display. Furthermore, we presented a technical analysis outlining the possible tracking range. We believe our work is highly important
since we propose a very powerful interaction enabler, which
can easily bridge the gap between studies and real systems
since there are already billions of smartphone users/developers, which could simply just download/publish, or even
test in a vast scale, spatial interaction concepts. This removes the hurdle or buying, wearing, maintaining, charging,
setting-up other hardware trackers or controllers, otherwise
required for 6DOF hand, head and body motion tracking.
Further, we would like to investigate which multimodal interaction techniques Simo can enable for 2D as 3D distant
display user interfaces. We are also interested in adding
support for still unused ARKit components as eye-gaze (still
in beta). Furthermore, we would like to include smartphonebased haptic/auditory feedback or additional input modalities as speech-input for voice commands or speaker identiﬁcation [15]. Moreover, we would like to explore Simo for
user collaboration [19, 31] or walk-by interactions [25].
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